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the importance of medicine for women and the practice of midwives is well documented in the islamic historical sources. it was therefore not surprising that the bedouin tribes who
came to madina took an active interest in the learning of medicine from rufaydah and her medical skills as she did not seem to be too shy about it. they knew of her medical skills
as indicated from her independent action in the battle of badr. as we know it is al-hasan al-basri who was the first to call the people to ijtihad by writing his writings and quotes that
were later used to form the basis of the four schools of law in islam. basri was essentially a medical man who had many opinions on the practice of medicine, however, according to
his own admission, he never practiced medicine. in fact, he opposed the practice of medicine, but he did not want to oppose the entire concept of health by rejecting what is now
known as islamic medicine. a detailed discussion of the methodology of medicine in islamic history can be found in dr. mohamed aziz shahid's book medicine in islam and in his
lectures which are available on the web. we have already examined the military mobile hospitals used by muhammad (sallallahu al-ahi lihasee) and what happened with the
breakup of the army during battle of hujr. the first mobile hospital (with medical supplies and procedures) in islamic history was discovered in the history of islamic medicine
(historical methodology and medical treatment) of dr. mohamed aziz shahid. the portable hospital was used by the muslims in victory over the enemy and the many were wounded.
it was indeed a mobile field mobile hospital equipped with the medical equipment needed for the treatment of wounds when they joined the army as a group or individual. this
medicine tent was a centre of islamic medical education. besides being the first of its kind, it provides the first evidence that mobile hospitals of islam were used in the battle of
badr where the muslims suffered gravely and the practice of medicine was in the early years of islam.
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